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FY RAIL BUSINESS  % SHARE OF TOTAL 
 REVENUE (S$M)* GROUP REVENUE

2012 682.7 64.58

2013 728.6 65.08

2014 754.6 64.83

2015 783 63.38

2016 815.2 62.87

Rail business revenue (fare and non-fare) 

* Includes fare and non-fare revenue like  rental and advertising   
   income of  SMRT Trains’ rail-related businesses  

SMRT says rail earnings and profit margins have been falling, and in the current financing 
framework, pressure from capital expenditure (capex) and depreciation will grow

The Sept 29 meetings will see shareholders vote on the NRFF and Scheme of Arrangement proposals. The former decides 
whether SMRT can be relieved of rail capex with new regulatory terms attached, the latter will see SMRT privatised

Critical junction

What is the NRFF?
� Government will take over SMRT Train’s 
 operating assets on North-South, 
 East-West and Circle Lines and Bukit 
 Panjang LRT

� Transfer of assets valued at 
 S$991 million before taxes, payment 
 to SMRT spread over 3 years

� SMRT Trains will focus on operations, 
 repairs, maintenance, safety, reliability 
 of these lines

� Licence period to shorten to 15 years, 
 commencing on Oct 1

� SMRT Trains to pay LTA licence charge 
 that includes risk-sharing mechanisms 
 and reimbursements

What SMRT says about...
NRFF
� More sustainable than current framework but other risks 
 (i.e. how much fare revenue is collected, ridership, rising operational 
 and maintenance costs, etc.) remain to impact Ebit margin 

Privatisation
� Removes pressures and distractions of being a listed company

� Shareholders can monetise holdings to avoid uncertainties of NRFF

� Enables Temasek to closely support SMRT
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Impact of various scenarios on Ebit margin Fare-revenue risk remains with gap between 
allowable and actual fare adjustment

Add S$90m 
depreciation to 

current base

+5% increase 
in net opex 

in Scenario A

+10% increase 
in net opex 

in Scenario A

Current      NRFF

Q1 FY17 EBIT 
margin was 6.1%

SMRT’s average daily ridership on MRT and LRT 

FY MRT % CHANGE FROM LRT % CHANGE FROM
 (’000) PREVIOUS FY (’000) PREVIOUS FY

2012* 1,788 8.1 51.5 6.4

2013 1,892.8 5.9 53.2 3.4

2014** 1,947 2.9 52.2 -1.8

2015 2,002 2.8 50 -4.2

2016*** 2,070 3.4 55.7 11.3  

* Many Circle Line stations 
opened in Oct 2011 
** SBS Transit’s Downtown 
Line Stage 1 opened in 
Dec 2013
*** SBS Transit’s 
Downtown Line Stage 2 
opened in Dec 2015
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Total shares 
as at July 15, 2016*

1,526.5m

Sept 29, 2.30pm
Shareholders vote in person 
or by proxy on proposed sale 
of operating assets in NRFF

Sept 29, 3.30pm, or right after 
NRFF EGM, whichever is later 
Vote on Scheme of Arrangement

Oct 1
Transition 
to NRFF

Oct 14*
Court hearing on 
application to sanction 
the Scheme

Oct 21*
Effective date 
of Scheme

Nov 1*
Payment of Scheme price.
Delisting of SMRT Corp to 
occur after payment

* Indicative dates, 
subject to change

What to expect if both votes go through

SMRT shareholders will vote on Sept 29 on two central issues: the New Rail Financing Framework (NRFF) and 
Temasek Holdings' takeover of the company. The Business Times examines what the proposals mean, and the 
road ahead if the votes go through. BY SOON WEILUN

Risk-sharing mechanisms
� Revenue collar on SMRT Trains
 - If actual revenue is less than target 
 revenue, shortfall between 2% and 
 6%  is shared equally between SMRT 
 and LTA
 - Beyond 6%, LTA will bear 75%

� Cap and collar on SMRT Trains’ composite Ebit margin:
 - If margin below 3.5%, LTA bears half of shortfall
 - If margin above 5%, up to 95% of incremental 
 margin  shared with LTA via tiered structure

Reimbursements
� SMRT reimbursed if unanticipated regulatory events 
 reduce rail operating revenue or raise costs

� Correspondingly, if operating revenue rises or 
 costs fall, SMRT to reimburse LTA

What is the Scheme of Arrangement?
� A process chosen by Temasek to acquire 
 100% of SMRT shares, thereby privatising SMRT

� Temasek's wholly-owned subsidiary 
 Belford Investments offering S$1.68 for each of 
 remaining 702 million shares; will not raise price

� Wholly decided by minority shareholders; 
 Temasek cannot vote

� If it fails, Temasek can only make another 
 buyout offer 12 months later

� For it to pass, it must fulfill these 
 two conditions:
 A Of the shareholders (in person or by proxy) 
 present and voting, more than 50% must be in 
 favour. Temasek cannot vote.
 B Those who approve must hold at least 
 75% of shares of those present

� As consideration is based on net book value of assets, 
 disposal will only yield negligible gains

� No special dividend; bulk of S$991m used to pay off  
 debt and taxes, and fund rail engineering capex
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 (i.e. how much fare revenue is collected, ridership, rising operational 
 and maintenance costs, etc.) remain to impact Ebit margin 
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The Sept 29 meetings will see shareholders vote on the NRFF and Scheme of Arrangement proposals. The former decides 
whether SMRT can be relieved of rail capex with new regulatory terms attached, the latter will see SMRT privatised

Q1 FY17 EBIT 
margin was 6.1%

SMRT’s average daily ridership on MRT and LRT 

 LRT % CHANGE FROM
 (’000) PREVIOUS FY (’000) PREVIOUS FY

2012* 1,788 8.1 51.5 6.4

2013 1,892.8 5.9 53.2 3.4

2014** 1,947 2.9 52.2 -1.8

2015 2,002 2.8 50 -4.2

2016*** 2,070 3.4 55.7 11.3 

* Many Circle Line stations 
opened in Oct 2011 
** SBS Transit’s Downtown 
Line Stage 1 opened in 
Dec 2013
*** SBS Transit’s 
Downtown Line Stage 2 
opened in Dec 2015
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Risk-sharing mechanisms
Revenue collar on SMRT Trains
If actual revenue is less than target 

 revenue, shortfall between 2% and 
 6%  is shared equally between SMRT 

 - Beyond 6%, LTA will bear 75%

Cap and collar on SMRT Trains’ composite Ebit margin:
 - If margin below 3.5%, LTA bears half of shortfall
 - If margin above 5%, up to 95% of incremental 
 margin  shared with LTA via tiered structure

Reimbursements
SMRT reimbursed if unanticipated regulatory events 

 reduce rail operating revenue or raise costs

Correspondingly, if operating revenue rises or 
 costs fall, SMRT to reimburse LTA

� As consideration is based on net book value of assets, 
 disposal will only yield negligible gains

� No special dividend; bulk of S$991m used to pay off  
 debt and taxes, and fund rail engineering capex

Average last 12 months’ 
PER: 22.4x
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Fare-revenue risk remains with gap between 
allowable and actual fare adjustment
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The Sept 29 meetings will see shareholders vote on the NRFF and Scheme of Arrangement proposals. The former decides 
whether SMRT can be relieved of rail capex with new regulatory terms attached, the latter will see SMRT privatised
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Cap and collar on SMRT Trains’ composite Ebit margin:
 - If margin below 3.5%, LTA bears half of shortfall
 - If margin above 5%, up to 95% of incremental 
 margin  shared with LTA via tiered structure

SMRT reimbursed if unanticipated regulatory events 
 reduce rail operating revenue or raise costs

Correspondingly, if operating revenue rises or 

As consideration is based on net book value of assets, 
 disposal will only yield negligible gains

No special dividend; bulk of S$991m used to pay off  
 debt and taxes, and fund rail engineering capex

The Sept 29 meetings will see shareholders vote on the NRFF and Scheme of Arrangement proposals. The former decides 
whether SMRT can be relieved of rail capex with new regulatory terms attached, the latter will see SMRT privatised

Fare-revenue risk remains with gap between 
allowable and actual fare adjustment
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Cap and collar on SMRT Trains’ composite Ebit margin:
 - If margin below 3.5%, LTA bears half of shortfall
 - If margin above 5%, up to 95% of incremental 

SMRT reimbursed if unanticipated regulatory events 

Correspondingly, if operating revenue rises or 

What is the Scheme of Arrangement?
� A process chosen by Temasek to acquire 
 100% of SMRT shares, thereby privatising SMRT

� Temasek's wholly-owned subsidiary 
 Belford Investments offering S$1.68 for each of 
 remaining 702 million shares; will not raise price

� Wholly decided by minority shareholders; 
 Temasek cannot vote

� If it fails, Temasek can only make another 
 buyout offer 12 months later

� For it to pass, it must fulfill these 
 two conditions:
 A Of the shareholders (in person or by proxy) 
 present and voting, more than 50% must be in 
 favour. Temasek cannot vote.
 B Those who approve must hold at least 
 75% of shares of those present

As consideration is based on net book value of assets, 
 disposal will only yield negligible gains

No special dividend; bulk of S$991m used to pay off  
 debt and taxes, and fund rail engineering capex


